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Inspire’s FT1 for functional training allows you to have complete freedom of movement in any direction or plane while performing weight

resistance exercises. These unrestricted exercises are designed to move the way your body naturally moves. Many of the freestanding

exercises incorporate core, secondary and stabilizing muscles, giving you a more efficient workout.

The Inspire FT1 is an excellent training machine for athletes interested in sport specific exercise movements or for people looking to

strengthen their overall bodies, increase stamina and coordination or loose weight.

!WARNING: PLEASE READ BEFORE EXERCISING

When working out, do the following for each exercise:  1. Read all caution and warning labels before using this machine. 2. Before exercising, inspect this machine
for loose, frayed or worn parts, including cables and connectors.  If in doubt, do not use machine until the parts have been replaced. 3. Should weights, pulleys,
or other parts become jammed, do not attempt to free them yourself, obtain assistance from a certified technician.  4. Keep clear of weights and all moving parts.
5. Children should not be permitted to use the machine. 6. For consistent, smooth operation; the guide rods should be lubricated periodically with synthetic lubri-
cant. 6. Prior to beginning any exercise program it is suggested to have a complete physical examination and a physician’s approval of your conditioning program.
7. We recommend that you always exercise with a partner or someone who can assist you should the weights become too heavy for you to lift on your own.

GETTING STARTED:
Always warm-up your muscles before exercising.  Easy stretching (without bouncing) and light calisthenics, for 20 minutes, are recommended to prepare your body.
Always refer to the photographs for proper machine settings and bo    dy positioning. Select a starting weight that is comfortable for you.  Exhale while lifting the
weights, and inhale while returning them to the starting position in a slow and controlled manner. A “repetition” is defined as one complete movement from the
starting position, through the full range of motion, and back to the starting position.  A “set” is defined as a series of continuous repetitions.  Start your exercise
program conservatively.  Select a weight for each exercise that is easily performed for the full range of your motion.  Learn to feel your body’s responses and
change your program accordingly.  The number of repetitions for each set should range between eight and fifteen.  As a general rule, the lower the number of
repetitions performed (eight to ten), the heavier the resistance of weight used.  While heavy resistance increases muscular strength, the full range of movement is
necessary to achieve maximum muscle strength and development.  Rest between each set of repetitions long enough to catch your breath.  Work up to three or
four sets for each isolated exercise. When you can perform the desired number of repetitions at a given weight, increase the resistance by five or ten pounds.
There may be a number of exercises isolating the same muscle.  These exercises should be grouped together and performed on the same day, followed by a day
of rest for that particular muscle.

Exercise Program Suggestion #1 
Exercise the complete body every other day, up to three times a week.  The one day rest enables the body to recover from the previous workout.

Exercise Program Suggestion #2 
Alternating your daily workouts. One day isolate the upper body exercises, and the next day perform the lower body exercises.  To reduce lactic acid build-up
and consequently reduce muscle soreness, end each exercise with an increased number of repetitions at a lighter weight.  Also, stretching the muscles is
recommended upon completion of your weight resistance program.

©2009, Inspire Fitness, 637 S. State College Blvd, Fullerton, CA 92831, www.inspirefitness.net, (877) 738-1729
Manufacturer reserves the right to change or alter specifications at any time.
Inspire Fitness protects its products by enforcing its patent, trademark, copyright and other applicable intellectual property rights in the USA and in foreign countries.
Inspire Fitness is a registered trademark of Health In Motion LLC.
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ABDOMINAL CRuNCH
Muscle Emphasis: upper Abdominals
1. Begin by selecting a manageable weight from the selectorized weight stacks.
2. Adjust both pulley carriages to the number 8 or 9 hole position on the chrome slide tubes.
3. Attach the accessory curl bar to each pulley cable using the spring clips.
4. Facing away from the machine, grasp the curl bar and kneel on the ground.
5. Position the curl bar behind your head and maintain this grip position.
6. Contracting from your mid section only, bring the curl bar down towards the ground.
7. Slowly release and return to the starting position in a slow and controlled manner.
8. Repeat exercise movement.

STANDING CORE ROTATION WITH HANDLE
Muscle Emphasis: Abdominals, Obliques
1. Begin by selecting a manageable weight from the selectorized weight 

stacks.
2. Adjust the pulley carriages on the chrome slide tube to slightly above

waist level.
3. Attach the accessory handle to the pulley cable using the spring clip.
4. Facing away from the pulley, grasp the handle with both hands and stand

with your feet shoulder width apart.
5. Fully extend both arms to your side and position the handle near the 

pulley carriage.
6. Rotate your body as far as possible by twisting only from the waist.
7. At the end of your rotation, hold the position for a brief moment and return

to the starting position in a slow and controlled manner.
8. Repeat exercise movement with other side.

START FINISH

1.  CORE/ABS - BALANCE AND STABILITY EXERCISE

2.  CORE/ABS - BALANCE AND STABILITY EXERCISE
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STANDING CORE ROTATION WITH STRAIGHT BAR
Muscle Emphasis: Abdominals, Obliques
1. Begin by selecting a manageable weight from the selectorized weight stacks.
2. Adjust the pulley carriages on the chrome slide tube to slightly above waist level.
3. Attach the accessory straight bar to the pulley cables using the spring clips.
4. Facing away from the machine, grasp the straight bar with both hands shoulder width apart and position

your feet one in front of the other in a staggered stance.
5. Fully extend both arms in front of your body while maintaining tension on each cable end.
6. Rotate your body from side to side, as far as possible, by twisting only from the waist in a slow and 

controlled manner.

STANDING BICEP CuRL
Muscle Emphasis: Biceps
1. Begin by selecting a manageable weight from the selectorized weight

stacks.
2. Adjust both pulley carriages to the number 1 hole position on the

chrome slide tubes.
3. Attach the accessory handles to the pulley cables using the spring 

clips.
4. Facing away from the machine, grasp both handles and stand with your

feet shoulder width apart.
5. Fully extend both arms down to your sides and position the handles 

near your outer thighs.
6. Contract your arms and raise the handles up towards your shoulders.
7. Slowly release and return to the starting position in a slow and

controlled manner.
8. Repeat exercise movement by alternating each arm.

START FINISH

3.  CORE/ABS - BALANCE AND STABILITY EXERCISE

4.  ARMS/BICEP
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SEATED BICEP CuRL
Muscle Emphasis: Biceps
1. Begin by selecting a manageable weight from the selectorized weight

stacks.
2. Adjust both pulley carriages to the number 1 or lowest hole position on

the chrome slide tubes.
3. Attach the accessory handles to the pulley cables using the spring clips.
4. Move the bench into position and adjust the seat back pad to the hori-

zontal or flat position.
5. Sit on the seat’s back pad, facing away from the machine and plant both

feet firmly on the ground.
6. Grasp both handles, fully extending both arms to your sides and position

the handles near your outer thighs.
7. Contract your arms and raise the handles up towards your shoulders.
8. Slowly release and return to the starting position in a slow and controlled

manner.
9. Repeat exercise movement by alternating each arm.

SEATED TRICEP EXTENSION
Muscle Emphasis: Triceps
1. Begin by selecting a manageable weight from the selectorized weight

stacks.
2. Adjust both pulley carriages to the number 3-5 hole position on the 

chrome slide tubes.
3. Attach the accessory curl bar to the pulley cables using the spring clips.
4. Move the bench into position and adjust the seat back pad to the upright

vertical position.
5. Sit facing away from the machine and plant both feet firmly on the 

ground.
6. Grasp accessory curl bar and position it behind your head.
7. Extend both arms and raise the accessory curl bar above your head.
8. Slowly release and return to the starting position in a slow and 

controlled manner.
9. Repeat exercise movement.

START FINISH

START FINISH

5.  ARMS/BICEP

6.  ARMS/TRICEP
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STANDING TRICEP PuSHDOWN
Muscle Emphasis: Triceps
1. Begin by selecting a manageable weight from the selectorized weight

stack.
2. Adjust the pulley carriage to the number 9 or highest hole position on

the chrome slide tube.
3. Attach the accessory rope to the pulley cable using the spring clip.
4. Facing into the machine, grasp the accessory rope and stand next to

the slide tube with your feet shoulder width apart.
5. While keeping your elbows in a set position throughout the entire exer-

cise, extend both forearms by pushing the accessory rope downward.
6. Slowly release and return to the starting position in a slow and

controlled manner.
7. Repeat exercise movement.

SINGLE ARM BENT OvER ROW
Muscle Emphasis: Back, Latissimus, Trapezius, Rear Deltoids and Biceps
1. Begin by selecting a manageable weight from the selectorized weight stack.
2. Adjust both pulley carriages to the number 1 or lowest hole position on the chrome slide tubes.
3. Attach the accessory handles to the pulley cables using the spring clips.
4. Move the bench into position and adjust the seat’s back pad to the horizontal or flat position.
5. Kneel onto the seat pad with the knee opposite the arm you will be exercising. Face into the machine

and plant the other foot firmly on the ground.
6. Extending your arm, reach down and grasp the handle. Support your upper body with the remaining arm.
7. While keeping your upper body in a horizontal position throughout the entire exercise, pull the handle up

towards your torso’s mid section.
8. Slowly release and return to the starting position in a slow and controlled manner.
9. Complete one exercise set and repeat movement with the opposite side.

START FINISH7.  ARMS/TRICEP

8.  BACK - BALANCE AND STABILITY EXERCISE
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FRONT LAT PuLLDOWN
Muscle Emphasis: Latissimus, Trapezius, Rear Deltoids & Biceps
1. Begin by selecting a manageable weight from the selectorized weight

stacks.
2. Adjust both pulley carriages to the number 9 or highest hole position on

the chrome slide tubes.
3. Attach the accessory handles to the pulley cables using the spring clips.
4. Move the bench into position and adjust the seat’s back pad to the verti-

cal or upright position.
5. Facing into the machine, sit on the seat pad and plant both feet firmly on

the ground.
6. Grasp both handles by fully extending your arms forward and lean back

slightly with your torso.
7. While keeping your upper body in a set position throughout the entire

exercise, pull the handles towards you as far as possible.
8. Slowly release and return to the starting position in a slow and controlled

manner.

FRONT LAT PuLLDOWN
Muscle Emphasis: Latissimus, Trapezius, Rear Deltoids & Biceps
1. Begin by selecting a manageable weight from the selectorized weight

stacks.
2. Adjust both pulley carriages to the number 4-5 or mid-chest level hole

position on the chrome slide tubes.
3. Attach the accessory handles to the pulley cables using the spring clips.
4. Move the bench into position and adjust the seat’s back pad to the verti-

cal or upright position.
5. Facing into the machine, sit on the seat pad and plant both feet firmly on

the ground.
6. Grasp both handles by fully extending your arms forward and lean back

slightly with your torso.
7. While keeping your upper body in a set position throughout the entire

exercise, pull the handles towards you as far as possible.
8. Slowly release and return to the starting position in a slow and controlled

manner.

START FINISH

START FINISH

9.  BACK

10.  BACK
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WIDE/NARROW GRIP CHIN uP
Muscle Emphasis: Back, latissimus, Trapezius, Posterior Deltoids
and Biceps
1. Stand facing into the machine.
2. Choose a wide or narrow grip by unlatching the chin up handles, 

releasing them and reinserting the handles by rotating them clock-
wise or counter clockwise.

2. Reach up and grasp the adjustable chin up bars and suspend your
body from the bar; allowing your arms to be fully extended.

4. Raise your body until your chin is above the bar.
5. Slowly release and return to the starting position in a slow and

controlled manner and repeat exercise.
NOTE: A wide grip hand position will enhance and define the outer
Latissimus Dorsi muscles whereas a narrow grip will direct more 
emphasis throughout the center portion of the back and Bicep 
muscles.

STANDING CHEST FLYES
Muscle Emphasis: Inner Chest- Pectoral
1. Begin by selecting a manageable weight from the selectorized weight

stacks.
2. Adjust both pulley carriages on the chrome slide tubes so they are at

mid-chest level height.
3. Attach the accessory handles to the pulley cables using the spring

clips.
4. Facing away from the machine, grasp both accessory handles and

stand with your feet in a staggered position to help maintain balance.
5. Begin the exercise by keeping your elbows back and your arms 

extended out from your sides with a slight bend at the elbows.
6. Slowly bring the handles together in a semicircular motion in front of 

your body by contracting the chest muscles. Keep your arms rigid
throughout the entire exercise movement.

7. Slowly release and return to the starting position in a slow and 
controlled manner.

START FINISH

START FINISH

11.  BACK

12. CHEST - BALANCE AND STABILITY EXERCISE
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FLAT/INCLINE CHEST FLYES
Muscle Emphasis: Inner Chest- Pectoral
1. Begin by selecting a manageable weight from the selectorized weight

stacks.
2. Adjust both pulley carriages to the number 1 or lowest hole position on

the chrome slide tubes.
3. Attach the accessory handles to the pulley cables using the spring clips.
4. Move the bench into position and adjust the seat back pad to the flat or

incline position.
5. Lie on the seat and plant both feet firmly on the ground.
6. Begin the exercise by keeping your elbows back and  your arms extend-

ed out from your sides. Refer to photos for proper hand position.
7. Slowly bring the handles together in front of your body by contracting

the chest muscles . Keep your arms rigid throughout the entire exercise
movement.

8. Slowly release and return to the starting position in a slow and 
controlled manner.

FLAT CHEST PRESS
Muscle Emphasis: Chest- Pectoral
1. Begin by selecting a manageable weight from the selectorized weight

stacks.
2. Adjust both pulley carriages to the number 1 or lowest hole position on

the chrome slide tubes.
3. Attach the accessory handles to the pulley cables using the spring clips.
4. Move the bench into position and adjust the seat back pad to the flat or

horizontal position.
5. Lie on the seat and plant both feet firmly on the ground.
6. Begin the exercise by keeping your elbows bent and  your arms extend-

ed out from your sides. Reference photos for proper hand position.
7. Slowly bring the handles up in front of your body by contracting the 

chest muscles .
8. Slowly release and return to the starting position in a slow and 

controlled manner.

START FINISH

START FINISH

13.  CHEST

14.  CHEST
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INCLINE CHEST PRESS
Muscle Emphasis: Chest- Pectoral
1. Begin by selecting a manageable weight from the selectorized weight

stacks.
2. Adjust both pulley carriages to the number 1 or lowest hole position on

the chrome slide tubes.
3. Attach the accessory handles to the pulley cables using the spring clips.
4. Move the bench into position and adjust the seat back pad to the incline

position.
5. Lie on the seat and plant both feet firmly on the ground.
6. Begin the exercise by keeping your elbows bent and  your arms extend-

ed out from your sides. Reference photos for proper hand position.
7. Slowly bring the handles up in front of your body by contracting the 

chest muscles .
8. Slowly release and return to the starting position in a slow and 

controlled manner.

STANDING CHEST PRESS PuNCH
Muscle Emphasis: Chest- Pectoral, Core
1. Begin by selecting a manageable weight from the selectorized weight

stacks.
2. Stand in front of the machine and adjust both pulley carriages to a

chest level position on the chrome slide tubes.
3. Attach the accessory handles to the pulley cable ends using the spring

clips. chrome slide tubes so they are at mid-chest level.
4. Facing away from the machine, grasp both handles and stand with your

feet in a staggered position to help maintain balance.
5. Alternate arms by pushing the handles forward in a punching manner.

Rotating your waist from side to side will strengthen core muscles as
you perform this exercise.

6. Slowly release and return to the starting position in a slow and
controlled manner.

7. Repeat exercise movement by alternating arms.

START FINISH

START FINISH

15.  CHEST

16.  CHEST - BALANCE AND STABILITY EXERCISE
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LEG LuNGE
Muscle Emphasis: Buttocks, upper Hamstrings, Hip Flexor Muscles
1. Begin by selecting a manageable weight from the selectorized weight

stacks.
2. Adjust the pulley carriages on the chrome slide tubes to the number 

1 or lowest hole position.
3. Attach the accessory handles to the pulley cable ends using spring clips.
4. Position both handles above your shoulders and stand with your body in

alignment with the chrome slide tubes.
5. Facing away from the machine, keep one foot stationary and with the 

other, take one giant step forward.
6. Allow your back leg to bend and the knee 2-4 inches from the ground.

The knee of your front leg should extend 3-4 inches beyond the ankle.
7. Forcefully straighten your front leg to push your body up to the original

starting position.
8. Return to the starting position in a slow and controlled manner and 

alternate exercise with other leg.

INNER THIGH
Muscle Emphasis: Adductor
1. Begin by selecting a manageable weight from the selectorized weight

stacks.
2. Adjust the pulley carriage on the chrome slide tubes to the number 

1 or lowest hole position.
3. Attach the accessory ankle strap to the pulley cables end using the

spring clips.
4. Wrap the ankle strap around your ankle nearest the pulley carriage.
5. Widen your stance and hold on to the slide tube for stability.
6. Begin the exercise by pulling your strapped leg towards your supporting

leg.
7. Continue pulling your leg through until it crosses beyond your

supporting leg.
8. Slowly release and return to the starting position in a slow and 

controlled manner and repeat exercise with other leg.

START FINISH

START FINISH

17.  CHEST - BALANCE AND STABILITY EXERCISE

18.  LEGS
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SQuAT
Muscle Emphasis: Buttocks and upper Hamstrings
1. Begin by selecting a manageable weight from the selectorized weight

stacks.
2. Adjust the pulley carriages on the chrome slide tubes to the number 

1 or lowest hole position.
3. Attach the accessory handles to the pulley cable ends using the spring

clips.
4. Position both handles above your shoulders and stand with your body

in alignment with the chrome slide tubes.
5. Face away from the machine with your feet shoulder width apart.
6. Slowly lower your body into a squat position. The knee of the front leg

should end up 3-4 inches beyond the ankle.
7. Raise your body up to the original starting position.
8. Return to the starting position in a slow and controlled manner and 

repeat exercise.
NOTE: Do not hunch or lean forward while performing this exercise. 
Always keep you back straight and wear a weight belt for support.

LEG CuRL
Muscle Emphasis: Buttocks and upper Hamstrings
1. Begin by selecting a manageable weight from the selectorized weight

stacks.
2. Adjust the pulley carriage on the chrome slide tubes to the number

1 or lowest position.
3. Attach the accessory ankle strap to the pulley cable end using the 

spring clips.
4. Wrap the ankle strap around either ankle.
5. Stand with both feet together and hold on to the slide tube for stability.
6. Raise your strapped leg up by pivoting at the knee.
7. Slowly release and return to the starting position in a slow and 

controlled manner and repeat exercise with other leg.

START FINISH

START FINISH

19.  LEGS

20.  LEGS
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OuTER THIGH
Muscle Emphasis: Abductor
1. Begin by selecting a manageable weight from the selectorized weight

stacks.
2. Adjust the pulley carriage on the chrome slide tubes to the number 1 

or lowest hole position.
3. Attach the accessory ankle strap to the pulley cable end using the spring

clip.
4. Wrap the ankle strap around your ankle furthest from the pulley carriage

and hold on to the slide tube for stability.
5. Begin the exercise by allowing the cable of the strapped leg to cross 

over the front of your supporting leg.
6. Push your strapped leg away from your supporting leg as far as possible

by pivoting to the side from your hip.
7. Slowly release and return to the starting position in a slow and 

controlled manner and repeat exercise with other leg.

LEG KICKBACK
Muscle Emphasis: Buttocks and upper Hamstrings
1. Begin by selecting a manageable weight from the selectorized weight

stacks.
2. Adjust the pulley carriage on the chrome slide tubes to the number 1

or lowest hole position.
3. Attach the accessory ankle strap to the pulley cable end using the spring

clip.
4. Wrap the ankle strap around either ankle and hold on to the slide tube 

for stability.
5. Push your strapped leg back and away from your supporting leg as far as

possible. Rotate only from the hip, keeping your leg straight throughout
the entire exercise.

6. Slowly release and return to the starting position in a slow and controlled
manner and repeat exercise with other leg.

START FINISH

START FINISH

21.  LEGS

22.  LEGS
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SEATED CABLE SIDE LATERALS
Muscle Emphasis: Rear Deltoids
1. Begin by selecting a manageable weight from the selectorized weight stacks.
2. Move the bench into position and adjust the seat back pad to the horizontal

or flat position.
3. Attach the accessory handles to the pulley cable ends using the spring clip.
4. Sit on the seat, facing into the machine and plant both feet firmly on

the ground.
5. Adjust the pulley carriages on the chrome slide tubes to shoulder

height position.
6. Grasp the right handle with your left hand and the left handle with

your right hand.
7. Allow arms to cross one over the other in front of your body in a “X” position.
8. Pull the handles back in a semicircular arc and out to the sides of your body.

Make sure to keep your arms straight throughout the exercise movement.
9. Slowly release and return to the starting position in a slow and controlled 

manner.

STANDING SHOuLDER PRESS
Muscle Emphasis: Rear Deltoids
1. Begin by selecting a manageable weight from the selectorized weight

stacks.
2. Adjust both pulley carriages on the chrome slide tubes so they are 

at number 1, 2, or 3 hole position.
3. Attach the accessory handles to the pulley cable ends using the spring

clip.
4. Move the bench into position and adjust the seat back pad to the upright

or vertical position.
5. Sit in the seat with you back firmly against the back pad.
6. Begin the exercise by keeping your elbows down and your hands at

shoulder height then raise the handles up and above your head. 
7. Slowly release and return to the starting position in a slow and 

controlled manner.

START FINISH

START FINISH

23.  SHOuLDERS

24.  SHOuLDERS
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ACCESSORY STORAGE•HANGER CONVE-
NIENTLY STOWS AND ORGANIZES ALL YOUR
WORKOUT ACCESSORIES WITHIN HANDS
REACH

vARIABLE EXERCISE PROGRAMS

Strength/Mass

3-4 sets

5-8 repetitions

70%-80% *(MW)

General Health

3-5 sets

9-12 repetitions

60%-70% *(MW)

Tone/Definition

4-5 sets

12-15 repetitions

40%-60% *(MW)

What are your fitness goals?

*(MW)= Maximum Weight
A percentage of the maximum weight you can lift by performing a single
repetition

Set- A “set” is defined as a series of continuous repetitions.

Repetition- A “repetition” is defined as a single movement performed
during any given exercise while completing a full range of motion from
beginning to end.

Trapezius

Teres Major

Triceps

Latissimus Dorsi

Sacrospinatus

Gluteus Maximus

Adductors 

Hamstrings

Gastrocnemius

MuSCLE REFERENCE GuIDE

Deltoid

Pectoralis

Biceps

Rectus Abdominus

Brachialis

Obliques

Wrist & Forearm 
Flexors

Psoas Group

Abductors

Quadriceps

25.  SPORT SPECIFIC - BALANCE AND STABILITY EXERCISE 

BASEBALL, FOOTBALL, GOLF, TENNIS
Increase the distance of your golf drives. Add power to your baseball
swings and tennis serves. The Inspire FT1 is equipped with a variety of

accessory handles to help you increase strength
and agility in any sport. Experience the freedom
of moving throughout any plane of motion.
Learn how to dominate your sport just like
the Pros.
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